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Gouges are the brass finishing tools used for making
curyes. They require practice to use correctly, but
following some basic guidelirres should yield good
results.

One of the keys to correct use is to have a complete set,
equal in lirre thickness.

Do not put the tool down flat (i.e. on the whole surface of
the tool), but work with the points horizontally before
you from one side to the other, leaning slighfly towards
yourself, and shifting the book before each fresh
impression, to retain the same working position

To make a jour, owing to the gouge being shorter than
the length of the curve required, overlap the previously
worked impression. In other words, begin again at some

distance to the left or right of where your last impression
ended, taking care that the tool fits exactly into tJre

irnpression previously made. This will help to ensure the
correct direction of the curve

Be careful not to dig the points irq nor to thicken the lines
by leaning outward too much.

Particular care should be taken in the selection ofgouges
forjoining curves running in different directiors, in order
that the join does not rnake a sharp corner, thus
destroying the free and graceful meandering ofthe line.

The NSW Guild's Ralph Lewis Workshop has a full set
of matched gouges, and members are welcome to come
in and practice using this interesting tool.

John Turner
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Some notes on this fabulous Armenian
collection.

In our overseas travels $e try to see libraries and
museums rvhere it is practicable. 20 1,'ears ago \ye sa\r an
excellent knorvn display of old Korans in Konya, Turkey
- books rvhose illustratiors and age perhaps place the
famous "Book of Kells" into a lesser category than rve
bestow upon it.

But rye could never have erpected to find l,hat u'e did in
Armenia this year. Like most of the southcm European
areas, Armenia lms evidence of settlements since at least
500 BC, and has manuscripts frorn 600 AD. One of the
most surprising aspects for me is tlrat the assembly of the
collection and its restoration rvas fostered significantly
under the communist "occupation". and that the Soviets
built the existing special library.

The Echmiadzin Matenadararn (Echmiadzin from the old
capital in rvhich it rvas started" and Matenadaram is
Armenian for collection) rvas only rntionalised in l92l
after the Armenian Government decreed the
establishment of the first scientific cenlre of Soviet
Armenia - the Cultural-Historical Institute. The
collection rvas moved to the Public Library in Yerevan in
1939, before moving to its specially built (1957) present
home at the high end (it almost backs into the rising hills)
of Mashtots St. Mashtots St is named after the creator of
the Armenian alphabet (405 AD) - a rather apt location
then for a library.

The Echmiadzid Matenadaran houses nearly 18,000
manuscripts, only a handful of rvhich is on public
display. About 20% of the collection is of other than
Armenian manuscripts. Efforts to see the restoration
areas or talk to restoration staff (rather than efficient
gurde$ alas failed. But rvhat rve could see was fabulous.

The oldest written documents of the Armenian people are
petrified manuscripts and parchment relics of the 5*6'
centuries found in caves. The oldest surviving complete
Armenian manuscript is a '7h century gospel on
parchment and the oldest extant Armenian paper
manuscript is a collection of historical, philosophical and
theological works written in 981.

The largest Armenian manuscript. the Homilies of
Mush, is 55.3 x 70.5 cm and rveighs 27.5kg. In some

cases the ancient Greek originals of some of the
Armenian translatiors no longer exist and scholars only
know of these works through the Armenian translations
(e.g. Analysis of the Pentauch by Philo of Alexandria
(l"t century AD) and Chronologr by Eusebius of
Caesaria (260-339 AD).

Always of interest are the highly illustrated volumes and
rvhat one can deduce about the construction techniques
used.

Of particular interest to us ryas the 7th century scientist
Anania Shirakatsi's Arithmetic. n'ith tables of addition-
subtractiot multiplication and division and his
Cosmography. There tvas a 7tt' centun, Armenian
trarslation of Euclid's (3'd century BC) Geometry. The
profusely illustrated manuscripts ranged form the 6m

century to the 18il'century. This public display surely
puts the British Museum to sharne.

In terms of teclmique one rnust (alas) guess. Alulost
everything rvas leather covered. rvith some then having
further silver filigree ornamentation and most otlrenvise
starnped. The Matenadaran houses one of tluee known
ivory covered books (6il' century). Sheet material rvas

vellum initially and then paper rvith paper samples from
981 and printing samples frorn 1512.

Serving to cords lvas obvious, but only on one volurne
rvere they obviously sunken cords (and then five or six
tlreads banded together at each serving point). Whether
or not the resulting cords ryere somehorv smoothed down
or featured could not be resolved. All the books rve sarv

rvere tight backed.

[And in adjoining Georgia at the Museum of History and

Ethmgraphy at Kutaisi (no English spoken. descriptions
only in Georgian and Russian) we found trvo volurnes,

one from the l2m and the other from the 16m centuries,

neither of rvhich rvere tight backed. although that may
perhaps have occurred in rebinding. There too were trvo

covers of unknorvn age. but we e\pect 13e century, one

in gold (and probably 22 carat) for a prayer book and the

other, more like a box, in silver, probably for a Bible. l

Book edges rvere ahvays square (horv did they do tlut in
those days?) and sometimes reddened or gilded. Some

books had an edge protection flap - a piece of leather

rvith a fabric lining, the assembly let in under the rear

cover paste down and the top/bottom turn ins of the cover

leather, and extending to the front cover board. It
obviously served a similar purpose to the edging of a

Yapp binding.

Unfortunately I could not resolve the style of
headbanding. They were large, often 6mm tall,
exlending beyond the bookblock and appearing to be let
in under the top and bottom turn ins, necessitating a cut
in the turn in at what I consider to be one of the "stress
poilts".

Before you decide to go and have a look at this library, I
stress that Yerevan is nrot readily accessible and the
temperature/humidity is rather harsh.

Michael ]ulathew
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Here is anotlter version of the com,ilon method for
thinning a sheet ofpaper. I think there has been at least
one similar article in o pra,ious edition of this journal.
Splitting poper can be useful in a nwnber of situations,
incltrcling when one has a sheet of paper that could be

ttsed as an enclpaper, except that is just too 7nq1,y in
weight. Good luck *'ith this one, as I haven't yet used it
nwself,

Paper varies a great deal, according to the rnaterial of
rvhich it is rnade, and some does not split evenly. Use
thin, fine linen or cottorl take the dressing out of it by
passing it through water and squeezing it out. Paste your

paper on both sides evenly. l'ithout lumps. and lay it on
to the outstretched cloth r.vithout rvrinkles. Lay on the top
cloth. and then give a good nip behveen paper in a
bookpress. to make tlrc paper thorouglily adlrcre to the
cloth all over. Much depends upon tlut. for if any part
does not stick finnly, it is no use trying to split it. As
soon as it comes out of the press. open the four corners of
tlre cloth and turn them back. Let &e rvhole thoroughly
dry. Comrnence splitting from the comer, and as you
proceed, if you find it does not run evenly, give up that
corner and go to another. Work in this rvay from corner
to comer. and with care you rvill succeed nine times out
of ten.

John Turner

My gold tooling skills have improved greatly over the 12
years I have been bookbinding, but I am still a long way
short ofthe experts.

I generally make corrections by carefully rubbing and
picking the gold to be removed with the point of a bone
folder kept constantly moist by dipping in water. This is
easier with some leathers than others. Kangaroo can take
a lot of punishment, while most other leathers need to be
treated very carefully. One has to be especially careftrl
with those leathers that have a finish that appears almost
'painted on', but I don't use these anyway.

Most of the impression remaining from the previous
tooling can be removed by rubbing and depressing the

area rvith the flat part of the folder point. Again, this is
easier r,vith some leathers than others.

After the gold has been removed. it is important to let the
leather dry completely, otherwise the newly applied gold
will spread and the hot tool may burn the leather.

As stated above, kangaroo has an amazingdurability, but
I find that one of the its advantages when removing gold,

actually causes problems when tooling, as the leather's

well known durability tends to resist a perrnanent

impression, requiring heavier pressure and longer dwell
than other leathers.

John Turner

A metal rule has a tenderrcy to slip when used as a
cutting edge. To prevent this, a strip of very fine
abrasive paper (e.g. emery) can be glued to the
underside of ttre rule. Just be careful to lift, not slide
the rule from delicate material such as law calf.
(This tip comes from Michael Matherv, who gives
the original credit to John Tonkin).

To add additional strcngth to the spine of a leather-
covered boolg paste a strip of very thinly pared
leather as the last, top lining. This is especially
usefiil when lining the spine of a book with raised
bands, as the leather can be moulded over the bands
more easily than with other material.

Ifyou are forced to use very heavy, thick boards on
a book due to a large swell, resulting in over-large
shoulders, the boards should probably be bevelled. If
you want to reduce the effect, bevel the boards on
the inside, rather than the outside. A very gradual
bevel will also assist.

In a cloth case binding, the joint, measured from the
top of the shoulder, should be | % times the
thickness of the board. Cloth does not naturally fold
back on itselfeasily, and the extra depth ofthejoint
will make opening the book easier. In leather bound
books the depth of the joint can be the same
measurernent as the thickness ofthe boards.

Nlorocco Bountl

SPLITTING PAPER

CORRECTING GOLD TOOLING

TIPS AND TRICKS
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I recently purclused, for a very reasonable price. a copy
of Tegg's Pocket Almanac, published and printed in
Sydney in 1841. It is missing the tille page and pages 4-
7. but it is still a valued possession.

When I received the book. it lud been unattractivel.v
rebound in lulf calf, rvith sides in modern patterned
maftled paper. It had been resetvn on tlyo raised cords.
The surviving front \vrapper had been remounted on
hearry paper. and lvas bound in rvith the rest ofthe pages.

I decided to remove the binding, and restore the book as

closely as possible to rvhat tvould have been its original
appearance.

The first step rvas to release the book from its modem
covering. I first slit the joints on the irside, through the
endpapers and the cords that the pages had been resewn
onto. Theq the leather was eased off the back of the
book. leaving just the text block with the free endpapers
still attached.

My attempts to remove the spine lining and backing glue
in order to free the sections revealed a problem. I
marnged to peel back a few layers of paper lining, and
removed the rest by spreading paste and leaving it for a

ferv minutes to soften the lining material.

Unforturntely, after sewing rounding and backing, the
previous binder had used permanent glue, apparently
impervious to rvater or other dissolving solutions. I cut
across the raised cords to free the serving thread, but then
had to work from the inside, cutting the sewing thrcad at
the centre of each section and trying to ease each section
from the connecting glue by gently pulling and rocking it
from side to side.

This method rvorked for a ferv sections, but with some,
the outside leaves ended up being tom at the fold, with
some being completely separated. It was a relief once
this job had been dorre, with the damaged leaves repaired
and rejoined with strips of Japanese tissue.

Being published in printed wrappers meant the book
would certainly have been originally sewn on
sunkenords, with a flat back. The originral two sewing
holes were still evident, and I decided to keep to these in
my resewing. To reduce swell, I used the 'two-up'
method, as probably used in the original sewing. This
meant sewing all but the first two sectiors in pairs, with
the thread passing out over the cord, up into the adjoining
sectiorq and out and down into the first section of each
pair.

With serving completed, endpapers, stained to match the
pages and surviving wrapper cover were tipped and sewn
on to the textblock. The book was neitlrer rounded nor
backed, butjust glued and lined at the back.

The next step tvas to select a piece of paper about
l5Ogsm in weiglrt. for the new wrapper. This rvas stained
to match, cut roughly to size. and the front piece of the
original lyrapper rvas then laid dorvn on rvhat rvould be
tlre front.

The cords u'ere tlren trimmed to about .5cm, and spread
into individual strands. NexL the new ryrapper rvas fitted
for size by rvrapping around the textblock and trimming
to size..It rvas then lined up and glued onto the back.

Firnlly. the pastedorvn side of each endpaper rvas pasted
and laid dorvn onto the inside of each wrapper, over the
cord stubs.

John Turner

Morocco Bound
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Ever since I created my first design binding I have felt
that the edges of the book were an integral part of the
whole concept - not an after thought. If they were left
blank then that was a deliberate decision.

Any media that can make a reasonably permanent mark
on paper, should be able to be adapted for use in edge
treatrnent.

Middleton in his History of English Craft Bookbinding
Technique notes that "Coloured edges seem to be as old
as the codex, the earliest colour recorded being purple on
a fourth-century book".

The reading of old texts, bookbinding and
printmaking manuals, and writings in other fields
such as decorative paint finishes can show there is a
wide range of methods and ways to putting your
mark on your edges.

Appreciation of the techniques binders have used over
the centuries may help mould your own mode of
operation. There are many quite different approaches, not
necessarily just one prescribed technique.

The overall process of edge colouring can be divided
roughly into tlree somewhat flexible stages of varying
steps. The steps chosen depend upon the effect desired or
the mood one is in to experiment. The stages are:
preparation, applymg the design, then setting the edge.

Overview

Preparation ofthe edge prior to decorating
. Ploughing or cutting of the edges.
. Clamping the book in the press, (more tightly than

rounding and backing), so the edge becomes a firm
surface, a clean canvas upon which to work.

. Using a scraper and/or sandpaper to smooth the
surface, usually ending with a very fine grade of
sandpaper.

o Burnishing the surface.
o Sizing or preparing the edge depending upon the

absorbency of the paper.

Sizes can be used singly or combined, common ones
include paste, methylcellulose, Klucel G, gelatine, glaire
or pigment mediums. This stage can be part of the next in
that the size can be the carrier for the colour or pigment.
The edge does not even have to be kept flat. It could be
carved, moulded or tooled prior to colouring.

Placing your mark
The options can be daunting. One can use watercolours,
inks, dyes, ground pigments, waxes, pencils (graphite
and coloured), oil paints, photographic chemicals,
frnishing tools, stencils, transfers, resist methods, sprays,
stippling, etc.

Colour can be applied via various types of brushes
depending upon the effect wanted eg. sable for washes,

stencil for stippling and stencilling, bristle for sprinkling.
Natural and synthetic sponges are used for mottled
effects. Cotton wool swabs for broader sweeps of colour.
This can be the fun part but do not be surprised to find
yourself rubbing off and re-preparing your edge for the
10th plus time.

Sealing or protecting the edges
Traditionally this is achieved with burnishing. Thumbs,
brushes and agate burnishers are very useful, along with
cotton wool or very soft cloth or leather. With graphite
edges a thumb can be all that is needed to obtain a lovely
silver sheen. Beeswax, paraffin wax and microcrystalline
wax can also be used to obtain a level of sheen.
protection from fingennarks and to some extent
waterproofing.

Process

Preparing the edge -
o The book is normally sewn prior to commencing,

unless a rough edge is desired.
o If the edge is smooth enough, ploughing may not be

necessary, just scraping and/or sanding.
Nevertheless, a good ploughed edge is an excellent
basis.

o A light layer of adhesive is applied to the spine,
(pure gelatine or pure starch paste), sometimes with
one lining of a very fine Japanese paper. The fore-
edge is now ploughed first before rounding and
backing.

o (Some binders prefer to colour the edges after
rounding and prior to backing.)

o If the book is rounded and backed, the spine can be
given a preliminary lining and the head and tail
ploughed, remembering to cut the shoulders with a
flat scalpel blade before presenting the plough blade.
Before sanding and colouring the horizontal surface
of the press is protected by taping Mylar or
laminated paper to the surface.

o Ifall the edges are to be treated I tend to do the fore-
edge fust, taking it through all the stages. Others
prefer to begin with the head and tail.

. Firmly clamp the book flush between hard boards in
the lying press, about a centimetre above the press

cheeks and sand to obtain a smooth, flat edge. A
gilding scraper can also be used to prepare the
surface.

o (Usually, wood gilding boards, like backing boards
that have been specially prepared are used to hold
the book. Alternatively laminated hard binding
boards can be used for the same function.)

EDGE DECORATION - PLAYING WITH EDGES
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does not work. try another approach. Alter the
consistency of the mix, change the medium.

Generally speaking a pigment is insoluble. Its
particulates are suspended in a medium for application.
Colour is achieved by spreading the particles over the
surface. There are earth pigments such as Armenian bole,
French yellow ochre, and artificial inorganic pigments.
High quality pigments should be chemically inert,
lightfast and will endure indefinitely under proper
conditions.

A dye, on the other hand is generally soluble, is used in
solution and colours by staining. It is often used in
conjunction with a mordant. Natural dyes such as indigo
and logwood have given way to chemical dyestuffs
commonly referred to as coal tar or aniline dyes.

You can make up your owrr mixes or use commercially
available colouring media.

Watercolours consist of finely ground pigments mixed
with gum arabic or tragacanth into blocks for dilution
with water.

They can be applied directly with a fine brush or be
mixed with a little pure paste and broardly applied using
a brush or a cotton wool swab. The colour is built up
through several applications. thoroughly drying in
between.

Some of these colours also have a higher
permanency/fading rating that may have to be taken into
consideration. For example, pigment number PG17 is
given the highest rating of 100+ years, and depending on
the brand it can go under the names of Oxide of
Chromium, Chromium Oxide Green, Olive Green.

Whether the watercolours are opaque or semi opaque
may also influence the desired outcome.

Avoid building up the pigment too deeply as it can crack
and rub away when beginning to burnish leaving only a
pale colour, or it can break away when opening the book.
Pencils and inks can be also brought into play, drawing
directly onto the surface, delineating the image desired.
Dyes and inks can penetrate quite deeply, wicking into
the paper even though the book is clamped tightly in the
press. Experiment mixing with carriers such as paste,

methylcellulose.

Coloured layers can be built up using tried and true
methods involving sand. rice and threads as masking
agents. Various tones or shades are laid down, allowed to
dry thoroughly, and the masks removed, or added to.
Another colour covering is carried out via spray or brush
and sieve.

Stencil brushes can be used with stencil patterns or for
stippling colour directly on the edge.

There has been some discussion of using transferred
computer printouts and colour photocopies. The inks
would need not be fugitive but this idea is worth
investigating.

o The concave fore-edge will need to have the
sandpaper around a dowel of a suitable dimension
and any irregularities from the rounding and backing
reduced. Scrapers and scalpels can also be used to
prepare the round prior to sanding.

o There are a various types of glass or sandpaper of
differing grades available. A white variety such as
Norton 'No-fiI' is preferred, to avoid smearing or
marking the surface. The higher number on the back
of the sandpaper denotes the fineness of the sieved
grits adhered to its surface. Wrapping the paper
around sanding blocks helps keep the surface flat.
However, you can get a better feel for the surface
through the sandpaper by using your thumb and
fingers.

o A base colour can be mixed with a size such as paste

or methylcellulose, laid on and allowed to dry before
sanding. This will show if you have any uneven
areas that will require extra work. Some binders
prefer to initially scrape the surface while it is still
damp from the size.

o Take extra care not to touch the surface with your
fingers during sanding or colouring as the oils can
affect the colour takeup or burnish.

o If your endpapers are of concern they can be isolated
by some Mylar. and cut a bee's knee below the
surface.

o Some papers because of their composition do not
sand well or provide a suitable surface for some
types of colouring. This is where experimenting with
what will work come into play. Some edges may
have to be prepared and coloured a number of times.

o Often gilders fan and dust their edges with French
chalk or fine talc first to avoid the leaves sticking.

o When in the press the curve of the spine at the
shoulder head and tail is not under as much pressure
as the rest of the volume. (A reason in favour of
colouring prior to backing.) This area can be rubbed
with a small quantity of pure paste while the rest
receives a thin solution. After waiting a little time
the edge can be rubbed until smooth and shining.

o The paste needs to be very smooth and not lumpy,
more the consistency of paper repair paste that has

been rubbed through a fine sieve.

The edge qs csnvss
If you have a small work area or are sharing space it is
important to shield the area so that any splattering of
colour, or leaving specks ofpigment around is kept to a

minimum. Grief can be experienced if colour later
attaches itselfadhesives, clean paper. tools etc.

Splatter hoods can be converted from cardboard boxes
and press edges covered with laminated sheets of paper,
cloth etc.

This is where the fun begins.

Various media penetrate or colour the edge differently.
some sink into the cut edge while others mostly just sit
on the surface with minimum peneration. If something

u
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Setting the edge
o Here the idea is to begin to burnish slowly.
r Semi precious stones such as agate (quartz) or

bloodstone (considered a superior stone), are set in
handles. They are delicate tools that chip easily and
need to be kept very smooth and very clean.
Traditionally, there are two shapes, flat and dog
tooth. The flat for straight edges and the dog toothed
for the curve. For decorative edge finishing, the
tools need to be of a heavier weight than the
calligraphy bumishers.

o Firstly, the bumisher is used lightly, through a piece
of smooth paper. The paper has been rubbed with
some beeswax and is placed wax side uppermost
between the burnishing stone and the edge. It helps
the burnisher to glide easily over the surface.

o The direction of the strokes can be from side to side
initially, then moving from spine to fore-edge.
Alternatively an elliptical movement can be used.
Use your body rather than your arms to generate the
movement.

o The burnisher will need to follow the curve of the
spine and foredge, rather than passing back and forth
across their edges.

o After the paper is removed, the burnisher is
presented to the surface, gradually increasing the
pressure.

. Only use very fine layers of wax, the amount rubbed
by the thumb on a clean block of wax. Alternatively,
rub some cotton wool, or soft leather on the wax and
gently apply to the edge, transferring some of the
w€x.

o Finish offwith the burnisher.
o If you do not have a burnisher to bring up a sheen,

another way is to use your thumb in the same
manner altemating with a piece of cotton wool or
soft leather.

o A sheen can still be raised without using a wax.
o Alternatively, a burnishing brush, kept specifically

for the purpose can be used. Usually an animal hair
shoe brush that shines your shoes so well is a good
choice. It would be wise to have a couple depending
on the finishes used eg., graphite, Armenian bole, to
minimise cross colouring. Another brush needs to
be kept solely for beeswax. (These brushes are
separate from the ones used for sprinkling and need
to be kept so.)

Learnins from the oast and adaotine technioues

Various writers during the past centuries have written on
edge decoration, outlining techniques and equipment
used. They were seeking to hand on this knowledge
admidst a culture of guarding one's secrets and/or for
commercial advantage. Today, I hope we try to pass on
such information rather than zealously building a screen
around our workspace, blocking inquiring eyes. It is
always useful to ponder upon, use and adapt the
techniques described, using new technologies and new
products.

Insert to Morocco Bound Autumn (March) 2006

Online at (http://www.aboutbookbinding.com) is The
Art of Bookbinding by W. Zaehnsdorf, 3rd edition
1897. It has an interesting chapter (XVI) on colouring
edges. In it he discusses various approaches that have not
really changed over time. He mixes pigments with paste,
a few drops of sweet oil (a vegetable oil) and water and
builds up layers of colour with such masks as mentioned
above, rice, seeds etc. He discusses such techniques as

using a nail brush and a fine sieve; tapping a brush
against a press pin or running a frnger across a stiff
bristle brush to deliver the colour.

Another online offering is Etherington & Roberts
Dictionary (electronic edition Bookbinding and the
Conservation of Books: A Dictionary of Descriptive
Terminology) : http://sul-server-2. stanford.edu/don/don.html.
Under edge decoration there are many 'see'references
describing the different types. It is also interesting to look
up burnishers, pigments and dyes. The publication has an
extensive bibliography.

A 1920 reprint of the 1902 "Work" handbook series,
Bookbinding, edited by Paul Hasluck discusses the use
of an atomiser to apply the colour, along with mottling
the edge with a small sponge. Colours such as Armenian
bole are well ground with paste and sweet oil before
being diluted with water for sprinkling. The books to be
coloured are placed on the edge of the press or table
rather than being clamped in the press. Masks are again
used, this time the list includes 'small paper patterns of
various shapes'. Mottling is touted as being a good
substitute for marbling.

Alex. J. Vaughan in his Modern Bookbinding 1944
edition, speaks of using an aerograph brush over that of
the iron pin to spread solid colour more quickly and
cleanly. Today, maybe the equivalent would be an
airbrush. A pump-up spray may work equally as well. He
discusses water colouring or staining taking to edges
while spirit staining is to be avoided as being too
penetrating.

In another book, (Practical Printing and Binding, circa
1944) Vaughan notes the water colour being applied with
a small wad of cotton and then dry burnishing with a stiff
brush. He also suggests better quality work is obtained
after the book is rounded and backed rather than straight
after initial trimming.

Another binder, Arthur W. Johnson, in The Thames and
Hudson Manual of Bookbinding, says that an edge will
not take colour if it is under heavy pressure and it has to
be removed from the press for colouring. It is placed
between boards and a heavy weight before being given a

sweeping coat of transparent watercolour. This is allowed
to dry before another coat is used. The book is placed
back in the press for burnishing.

It is obvious that opinions on what precisely to do will
differ. It is important to experiment and work out what
you are comfortable with, and adapt what equipment and
materials you possess.

lll
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Bemard Middleton has an excellent chapter (VIII) on
edge-trimming and decoration in his History of English
Craft Bookbinding Technique. In it he gives a detailed
historical perspective to past techniques that have been
used and repeated by various writers to the present day.
Tempting, is a description of the 'Chinese' pattern along
with 'rice' marbling.

A more recent book, 1993, entirely on edge decoration
has been written by John Mitchell, A Craftsman's
Guide to Edge Decoration. This is definitely a

recommended read. Of the 17 chapters, 12 cover the use

of gold, including gauffering and foredge painting. Edge
marbling is described along with edge colouring and
sprinkling. The use of sizes is explained, and the
preparation of equipment and techniques required is laid
out step by step with useful tips, illustrations and clear
designs.

When I placed an interlibrary loan for it at the only
library that held it in Australia (according to
librariesaustralia.nla.gov.au,) I was informed by my local
library after a two months wait, that it was missing!! I
prefer to imagine someone (of poor moral character) is
up late at night, inventing and perfecting techniques that
will eventually find expression in numerous book edges

complementing fantastic hand-bindings.

There is a happy ending in that a friend graciously posted
it to me. As mentioned, it is a fascinating read. with lots
of sound advice and practical hints. One is that when
sanding, if you can feel the heat coming through to your
thumb you are doing it too vigorously and the colour
would become uneven due to the fusing of the size

Insert to Morocco Bound Autumn (March) 2006

molecules in the paper. Really, it is information such as

this that makes all this such a delight.

The edge kit
This is aragbag of suggestions:
. Gilding boards or laminated hard boards.
o Scraper - modified spokeshave, French paring knife,

hacksaw blade.
o Burnishers - flat and dog tooth (agate, et al). Soft

leather scraps.
r Cottonwool for laying on colour and burnishing.
o Brushes - for burnishing (for colour and wax), for

sprinkling (one for each colour) and for laying on
colour (sable, synthetic, differing sizes).

o Differing grids or meshes for sprinkling.
o Sponges -natural and synthetic.
. Pump-up or atomizer sprays.
o Bottles for colours wide enough for dipping brushes

and charging swabs.
o Laminated paper for protecting press edges.

Cardboard box as splattering shield.
o Beeswax, micro-crystalline wax.
. Sandpaper (white), hne and medium range, sanding

blocks, emery boards.
o Dowels of differing diameters for foredge sanding,
o Masks such as rice, seeds, patterns

Colours
Gouache. watercolours. aquarelles. pencils (graphite,
transfer and colour), ground pigments, inks, dyes, carbon
papers, transfer pencils, acrylics or anyhing with which
you would care to experiment.

Jill Gurney 2006
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Tlris book belou' is a cop\; Historia Gotthrtmr
Itanclalorum bv Hugone Grotio. printed by Elzevir in
Amsterdam. 16,55. The cover is a fine specimen of
contemporar)' North Geruun art in sTlver repousstj s'ork.
the effect being heightened by engraving and a fine
stipple. The clasp and deep head-guards are also
erquisitely designed and *'orked in the same style.

Thc cover measures 48 crn high by 30 crn and the spine
is l8 crn across. I assume that the book is bound in the

normal lnanner- *'ith the silver cover attached to the
boards. The finelv lorked banel style hinges can be seen

on the outsidejoint.

While such a st)'le may,be considered anacluonistic now,
a modern version rnay still be an option. Craft shops sell
kits contairung metal that seems to be tlfn aluminium
that can be chased or u'orked from the inside to create a
raised design. Something to think about for next year's
Easter Shol"l

Another project reprinted from the no longer current
NSIV Department of Technical Education School of
External Studies Bookbinding Trade Correspondence
Course Stage I. This article will hopefully be of
particular assistance to inexperierrced binders who need
to learn the basics ofthe craft ofbookbinding.

Operations Involved

L Pull down the book.
2. Mend ary tears and clean pages (if needed).
3. Press the sections.
4. Mark the sections for sewing.
5. Sew the sections.
6. Reduce swelling caused by the serving.
7. Tip down first and last sections.

8. Tip onthe endpapers.
9. Trimbook-edges.
10. Glue the back of the book.
11. Roundtheback.
12. Joint the book @acking).
13. Affix first lining (muslin).
14. Affix second lining (stout paper).
15. Cut materials for case

a. cloth
b. boards
c. hollorv

16. Make the case.
17. Fit book squarely in case.
18. Paste down the endpapers.
19. Press the book.
20. Open up the book.

Spring (August) 2006
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Pulling dorvn periodicals or magazines for binding:

Letterpress books are often made up from a series of
periodicals or magazines. The soft paper covers. rvhich
protect the periodicals. are carefully rernovcd in a
rnnner that rvill not tear the fold of the sections. The
rvire stitches are also removed. The pcriodicals may
come in the form of one saddle-stitclred section or nny
consist ofseveral sections that have been side-stitched.

AIl urnecessary advertising matter is removed, and care
must be taken during this operation to see that no script is
thrown out. Quite often some of the text is continued
from one page to the back of an advertisement.

Quite often a two-page sheet will be found irside stitched
periodicals and this must be paste-tipped to the section
for serving.

Having removed the covers and wires, all the old glue
must now be removed from the back of the sections. This
must be done carefully with the fingers as the folds will
be found to tear very easily. All tom sections must be
repaired before sewing commences.

When sections are all in order, check the folio numbers
to make quite sure all pages run in the correct sequence.
The index of the book is tlren placed in order. This will
be found to be numbered in Roman numerals. It can be
bound in either the front or back of the book. The book is
now ready for sewing.

Pullinq Down Cased Books

To pull down a cased book, open up the boards and
carefully pull away the endpapers from the first and last
section of the book. Run the point of a sharp knife along
the joints, cutting, through the mull lining and the sewing
tapes. The case will now fall away from the book.

Scrape the back of the book with a knife and remove as
much of the book lining as possible. Each section is now
opened up at the centre and the sewing thread is cut.

When the thread is cut the section is pulled away from
the book. This is repeated until the book is completely
pulled down

The glue from the back of each section is removed with
the fingers, and if necessary, a knife if used. Care should
be taken not to damage the sectiors.

Spring (August) 2006

Where the book has beenjointed in tlre previous binding,
the joints must be flattened by hamrnering a ferv sections
at a time on a firm ryork surface. After hammering. the
sections should be placcd betu'een boards and pressed in
the nipping press.

After hammering. the sections should be placed betu,een
boards and pressed in the rupping press.

Pulline Down A Bound Book

When pulling dorvn bound work. (laced on boards) open
the boards and cut tlrough the sewing cords in the joints.

Nexl pull the binding from the back of the book. The
back linings are now removed from the book.

If the back linings caffrot be removed dry with a knife,
screw the book up in the press and soak the back rvith
thin paste. When soaked the linings can be scraped off,
and the back sponged clean The book can norv be pulled
down by opening up the sections at the centre and cutting
the sewing tluead.

The joints are knocked out as outlined for pulling dorvn
cased books.

Sewing On Tapes

Before serving, the sections should be checked through
Dirty pages should be cleaned; torn pages should be
mended.

The book is krncked up square at the head and tail and
the spine is marked offfor sewing.

The method of sewing on tapes rvas outlined in the
previous edition of Mo rocco Bound. If the sections of the
book are thick and it is difhcult to pierce them with the
needle, the marks for tape positions on the spine of the
book rnay be very lightly cut rvith a tenon sarv. These
fine charnel cuts rvill enable the needle to pass more
readily through the paper.

Endoapering

After the book is se\yrL a pair of suitable and papers are
ne$ tipped on These ends should be of a good quality
papel such as cartridge or Ingres paper which is
available at most art shops in a variety of beautiful
colours. A slreet ofthe paper selected, trvice the rvidth of

Morocco Bound
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the book and as long as the book. is folded in lulves so

that the grain runs up and dorvn the book and not across

it. Should the paper be folded against the grain. it u'ill be

found to u,rinkle rvhen the wet paste is applied.

The end papers are tipped .5 cm rvith paste (rvhich should
be thick) and are laid flush along the top section and
level rvith the head ofthe book. Should the end papers be
tipped nrore than flush rvith the section, they rvill be
damaged in the backing operation that ivill follolv later.
Should they be tipped short of the edge, they rvill split
apart rvhen the book has had little use after it is firnlly
bound. Place the book under a weight until tlte ends are

dry, but do not place in the nipping press for this
operation as this may cause the end papers to move out
of position. When finally the end papers are finnly stuck.
the book is ready for cutting, if this is desired.

Cutting

The cufting of a book calls for very careful attention to
detail. It must be bome in mind that rvith volumes rrade
up from periodicals and the parts may vary in size from
edition to edition. The shortest issue should be taken as a
guide and the rest of the volume carefully examined to
see if the other issues can be reduced to the same size. It
is necessary to examine both sides of the pages as quite
often the print eKends much lorver on one side than the
other. Should it not be possible to cut the book to the
smallest issue, then it is left bigger, and, rvhile it may

Horn books were a form of child's primer used in
England from the l5th century, and in the United States
at a later time. The earliest examples were made from
'wainscot" (thin panels of oak) and had a label containing
the alphabet simple spelling numbers and the Lord's
prayer pasted on the wood and covered with a thin,
transparent veneer of cattle horn A wooden handle was
attached to the frame. In latter examples the back of the
panel was covered with morocco or roan leather blocked
with an ornamental device. Other, but rare, examples
were made entirely of cowhide rvith a window cut in the
upper portion.

The example illustrated is from the 18th century and has
a counting device.

John Davis Batchelder Collection, Library of Congress. (28.5 cm. by 18
cm. by 2.7 cm.)
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look unsighfly on the edges. there is not very much that
can be done rvith it.
The fore-edge of the book in cut first. This. as a rule.

does not present a difficulty. Trouble could. horvever. be

found in the cutting of tlre head and tail and the main
trouble is caused by the srvelling of tlrc back along the

folded sections, particularly if the volume contains a
great number of sections.

When the clarnp of the guillotine is lorvered. it will be
found that it is striking the back of the book (higher due

to the shoulders) and not the fore-edge. This can be

overcome by taking sufficient offcuts of paper (an old
telephone book is useful here). fanning them out and
laying the fanned edge to the spine ofthe book to build it
up to the level ofthe shoulders.

This operation rvill level it off. The tail of the book is cut
after the fore-edge, then the head. When cutting the head

and tail, the volume is placed in the guillotine so that the
"sweep" of the knife will strike the back first (in tlre case

of a machine with a srveeping action blade). Shonld it be
placed fore-edge first, there is a possibility that the folded
ends may break off, and so necessitate another cut. This
is to be avoided.

When cutting letterpress books, it is advisable to take as

little off at a time as possible (even if it means making
several cuts), until the desired size is attained. This will
minimise the risk of cutting into the print.

To be continued

Morocco Bound
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Further to the article on hand-rvrought leather in Vol 27
No I (March 2006) itlorocco Bound. June McNicol of
the Queensland Guild has brought my attention to
Bernard Middleton's comrnents irtlis Historv of English
Bookbinding Technique (p 196-198). Here. there is a
brief description of the technique of leather rnodelling,
using a raised design on the board, over n,hich the
covering leather is pasted. This technique seems to have
had a revival among modern craft bookbinders.

Middleton's text also mentions the teclmique of 'cuir-
clsele' (chiselled or engraved leather), mentioned in the
IIIB ar.icle. This method is described in Etherington and
Roberts' Bookbinding and the Consenation of Books
A Dictionary of Descriptive Tenninology:

'A method of decorating a bookbinding in which the
design is cut into dampened leather instead of being
tooled or blocked. The design is first outlined rvith a
pointed tool and then dampened. It is then brought into
relief by depressing the background. usually by stanping
a succession of dots into the leather very close together
by mears of a pointed tool. Certain parts of the design
are sometimes embossed from the flesh side of the

leathet and in such cases the decorating must be done
before covering.

This technique of embellishment" which nuy rvell have
been the highest manifestation of the medieval
bookbinder's art, was lvidely practiced only during the
15th century and only in certain areas, principally
southeastern Germany and in Spain. No English and
Flemish and practically no Italian examples are knowrL

The finest cuir<isel6 bindings have been identified as the
work of Mair Jatrd. More recent (and excellent)
examples rvere produced in Frarrce by Marius Michel,
c1866.'

These are trvo traditional methods of creating a raised
design in a leather covering. There is at least one other,
and that is called 'Lederschnitt', rvhich involves
undercutting the edge of the design and lifting it to create
a sharp, raised edge. This is surely tlre technique used by
leather craftspeople today when creating decorative
saddles and other items,

So, here perhaps are some interesting new areas for
modern binders to pursue.

John Turner

Paste is a soft, plastic adhesive compositioq having a
high order of yield value, and generally prepared by
heating a mixture of starch and water and subsequently
cooling the hydrolized product.

Paste has been used for centuries to join porous, non-
greasy materials. At orrc time it was made from flour
(frequently wheat flour) mixed with water, but other
materials now are frequently added to achieve particular
results. The presentday tenderrcy is to use ready-made
paste in which the proportions of the ingredients are
sc ientifi cally blended.

Paste has rnny uses in bookbinding, although its use is
declining in favour ofthe increased use ofcold resinous
adhesives, such as polyvinyl acetate. It is still used
however, in covering for pasting down endpapers, and in
casing-ir1 etc. It is also used for decorative in repairing
torn leaves, and the like. In paper conservatiorq rice
starch and wheat starch pastes are used for hingrng,
lining. and in long-fibre repairs.

Etherington and Roberts
'Bookbinding qnd the Conservation of Books

A Dictionary of Descriptive Terminologt'

(A perfectly good paste can be rnade at home by mixing
cooking flour with water, but commercial pastes are not
erpersive, and have a preservative added. Incidentally,
according to Bernard Middleton paste made with cold
water has the same qualities as that made by boiling).

Boo/ ll;ildci
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